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Abstract: With the rapid growth of network users, how to increase the system capacity has become an urgent problem for
the current communication system in the case of limited spectrum resources. The introduction of multi-user systems has
increased system capacity, but it has also led to inter-user interference, which has further affected system capacity. To solve the
multi-user interference problem, interference alignment is introduced. Interference Alignment (IA) is an interference
cancellation technique that effectively eliminates the effects of interfering signals by compressing the interfering signal into a
space independent of the desired signal and then forcing the interfering signal to zero at the receiving end. However, in
practical applications, interference-aligned transceivers require a joint design, which is often difficult to achieve. The
traditional approach is to mathematically expect it, but it also leads to some degree of irrationality in the transceiver design. In
this paper, based on the traditional least square interference alignment (LS-IA) algorithm, a symbol-detection-assisted least
square interference alignment (SDA-LS-IA) algorithm is proposed for its shortcomings in transceiver algorithm design. Firstly,
based on the precoding matrix and the zero-forcing matrix of the transceiver designed by the traditional LS-IA, the symbol
detection is performed, and then the transceiver is designed again according to the detection symbol, and then the symbol
detection is performed. The computer simulation proves that the proposed algorithm has better anti-interference performance
than the traditional LS-IA.
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1. Introduction
With the development of the global mobile market, the
popularity of smart terminals and the development of the
Internet of Things business, mobile data traffic has grown
rapidly [1-3]. In response to this situation, interference
alignment was first proposed by S. Jafar [4]. The main idea
of IA is to precode the signal before it is sent, and then
perform zero-forcing filtering after receiving the signal to
separate the signal into two separate spaces, thus eliminating
interference. It shows that the theoretical maximum degree of
freedom of the K user interference channel can reach K / 2 .
Suh C and Tse D firstly apply interference alignment to
the cellular network and improve system freedom (DoF) by
aligning the interfering signal with the subspace of the
received signal [5]. An one-time linear precoding method is

proposed on a single time slot frequency to achieve optimal
degrees of freedom [6]. But it requires a joint design of the
transmitter and receiver, which is often difficult to implement
in practice. At the same time, in non-ideal channel, complete
freedom cannot be achieved. Aiming at this problem, based
on different optimization criteria (eg, minimum interference
to interference leakage (MIL), maximum signal to
interference plus noise ratio (Max-SINR), least squares (LS)
minimum mean square (MMSE)), a number of iterative
transceivers have been proposed [7-8].
The traditional LS-IA algorithm directly eliminates the
influence of the data stream due to the use of mathematical
expectation, resulting in the design of the transceiver is not
strictly reasonable, especially in the case of insufficient data
flow. Based on the traditional LS-IA, this paper proposes a
symbol-detection-assisted least square interference alignment
(SDA-LS-IA) algorithm, which is a LS-based transceiver design
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and symbolic detection joint iterative calculation algorithm. The
proposed SDA-LS-IA algorithm has better performance than the
traditional LS-IA by computer simulation.

sɶi = UiH yi =UiH Hi ,iVi si + UiH

2. Interference System Model for LS
Detection
As shown in Figure 1, it is assumed that there are 2K nodes
of symmetric users in a multiple-input multiple-output
(MIMO) multi-user interference system [9-12], where K is
the transmitter and the other K nodes are receivers. In a
wireless interference channel, each transmitter attempts to
communicate only with the desired single receiver. Each
transmitter carries N transmitting antennas, each receiver with
M receiving antennas, and the transmitter communicates with
the desired receiver by transmitting d independent data
streams.
Then the data received by the i receiver can be expressed as:
yi = H i ,iVi si +

K

∑

j =1, j ≠i

H i , jV j s j + ni

(1)

yi ∈ CM ×1 represents the signal received by the i node, C M ×1

represents the complex matrix of dimension

M ×1

, H i , j ∈ C M ×N

represents the channel matrix of the receiver transmitted from the
transmitter of the j node to the i node, and ni ∈ CM ×1 represents the
channel noise of the i node . Here, the model is constructed as an
independent and identically distributed Gaussian matrix of zero
mean and unit variance, that is, vec(Hi , j ) ∼ NC (0, I ) , N C (0 , I )
represents a complex matrix with a mean of 0 and a variance of I ,
and I denotes an unit matrix. Vj ∈ CN×d is the transmission precoding
matrix on the j transmitter, and s j ∈ Cd×1 is the j transmitter
transmission signal, which satisfies the condition E ( s j s Hj ) =PI , P
represents power.

Considering the zero-forcing of the received signal by the
interference-forcing matrix in the receiver, the signal after
zero-forcing can be expressed as
K

∑

j =1, j ≠i

Hi , jV j s j + UiH ni

(2)

Ui is specified as the interference-forcing matrix (combiner), so
the ideal interference alignment condition can be inferred to be

(

)

rank UiH Hi ,iVi = di

∀i

(3)

UiH Hi , jV j = 0 ∀j ≠ i

(4)

Where equation (3) guarantees that the desired signal can
be demodulated, and equation (4) guarantees that the
Interference signal can be completely eliminated.
U
According to the LS standard, a suitable i can be solved
according to the following formula
2
K


min  U iH ∑ H i , jV j s j − si 
Ui
j
=
1
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K
K

  
 
≜ min Tr  U iH ∑ H i , jV j s j − si   U iH ∑ H i , jV j s j − si   
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j
=
1
j
=
1




 
 

(5)

Firstly, the matrix function f LSU can be defined as follows
2

K

f LSU = U iH ∑ H i , jV j s j − si
j =1
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H
U i  ∑∑ H i , jV j s j sl Vl H i ,l  U i
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 −U iH ∑ H i , jV j s j siH − ∑ si slHVl H H iH,lU i + si siH 
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Then, we can know

∂ Tr  AU k 
Uk

=

∂ Tr U k A 
Uk

=A,

(6)

so we can get

the follow formula [8]
K K
 K
∂f LSU
= U iH  ∑∑ H i , jV j s j slHVl H H iH,l  − ∑ si slHVl H H iH,l
Ui
 i=1 j =1
 l =1

The best Ui is obtained, when

∂f LSU
=0
Ui

(7)

is satisfied, that is,

K K
 K
U iH  ∑∑ H i , jV j s j slHVl H H iH,l  = ∑ si slHVl H H iH,l
 j =1 l =1
 l =1

K
 K K
U iH = ∑ si slHVl H H iH,l  ∑∑ H i , jV j s j slHVl H H iH,l 
 l =1
  j =1 l =1


−1

−1
 K
 
 K K
U i =  ∑ si slHVl H H iH,l   ∑∑ H i , jV j s j slHVl H H iH,l  
  l =1
  j =1 l =1
 


H

(8)

−1

K K
 K

=  ∑∑ H i ,lVl sl s Hj V jH H iH, j   ∑ H i ,lVl sl siH 
j
=
1
l
=
1


  l =1

Next, V i is designed in the reverse link. Since the channels
are opposite, that is, the opposite channel satisfies H i ,l = HiH,l ,

Figure 1. Multi-user system interference model.

by exchanging Ui and V i as the precoding matrix and the zeroforcing matrix, the optimal precoding matrix V i can be
obtained as follow
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−1

K K
H   K

Vi = ∑∑ H i ,lU l sl s Hj U Hj H i , j   ∑ H i ,lU l sl siH 

 j =1 l =1
  l =1

(9)

3. Algorithm Description
3.1. LS-IA Algorithm

First, the precoding matrices Ui and V i are iteratively
calculated using the traditional LS algorithm; then, the
symbol detection is performed; finally, the iterative operation
is performed again according to s j =sɶ j , and Ui and V i are
calculated.
So the best Ui and V i can be obtained as follows

The traditional LS considers that the design of the
transceiver in the iterative calculation should not be related to
the data stream [4, 8, 10]. In order to eliminate the influence
of the data stream, the mathematically expected processing is
performed on the data stream s j in the calculation of Ui and
. In general, the symbol stream satisfies the following
formula

−1

K K
 K

U i =  ∑∑ H i ,lVl sɶl sɶ Hj V jH H iH, j   ∑ H i ,lVl sɶl sɶiH 

 j =1 l =1
  l =1

( )

( )

E s s =PI, E s s =0, i ≠ j
H
i j

(10)

Table 2. SDA-LS-IA algorithm.

−1

(11)

−1

H 
K
Vi =  ∑ H i , jU jU Hj H i , j  H i ,iU i
 j =1


(14)

Defining α and β as iteration values. The algorithm is
summarized as follows:

So we can get the best Ui and V i of formula (11-12)
K

U i =  ∑ H i , jV jV jH H iH, j  H i ,iVi
j
=
1



(13)

−1

H 
K K
K

Vi =  ∑∑ H i ,lU l sɶl sɶ Hj U Hj H i , j   ∑ H i ,lU l sɶl sɶiH 
j
=
1
l
=
1
l
=
1


 

Vi

H
j j

3

(12)

In order to satisfy the ideal interference alignment
condition of formula (3-4) in the traditional method, V i is
firstly initialized to a random unitary matrix, and then
equation (11) and formula (12) are iterated through the loop
until the set iteration number is completed or some
conditions are met. Finally,the data stream is detected passes
through Ui and V i , where Ui and V i is obtained by the above
steps. The definition algorithm is summarized as follows,
where orth represents orthogonalization and Ui ⇐ orth {Ui }
represents orthogonalization of Ui ,the same applies
hereinafter.

Step 1: Initialize random single matrix V i
Step 2:
−1

K

U i = ∑ H i , jV jV jH H iH, j  H i ,iVi , Ui ⇐ orth Ui
j
=
1


Step 3:

{ }

−1

H 
K
Vi = ∑ H i , jU jU Hj H i , j  H i , iU i , Vi ⇐ orth Vi
 j =1

Step 4: Go back to step 2 and repeat α − β times

{ }

Step 5: sɶi = UiH yi
Step 6:
−1

K K
 K

Ui =  ∑∑ Hi , lVl sɶl sɶ Hj V jH H iH, j   ∑ H i , lVl sɶl sɶiH  Ui ⇐ orth Ui

 j =1 l =1
  l =1
Step 7:

{ }

−1

H 
K K
K

Vi =  ∑∑ H i ,lU l sɶl sɶ Hj U Hj H i , j   ∑ H i ,lU l sɶl sɶiH 

 j =1 l =1
  l =1

{ }

Vi ⇐ orth Vi

Step 8: sɶi = UiH yi
Step 9: Go back to step 6 and repeat β times

Table 1. LS-IA algorithm.
Step 1: Initialize random single matrix Vi

4. Simulation Results and Analysis

Step 2:
−1

K

Ui =  ∑ Hi , jV jV jH HiH, j  Hi , iVi , Ui ⇐ orth Ui
 j =1

Step 3:
−1

{ }

H 
K
Vi = ∑ H i , jU jU Hj H i , j  H i ,iUi , Vi ⇐ orth Vi
 j =1

Step 4: Go back to step 2 and repeat α times

{ }

3.2. SDA-LS-IA Algorithm
In fact, the result of the formula (11-12) of the
conventional method is the statistical result of the formula (89), which is expected to be superimposed on the data stream
s j of the formula (8-9)[13]. So the two are not strictly equal,
especially if the data traffic is not large enough. This paper
proposes an improved algorithm by making s j =sɶ j as follows:

The performance of the proposed SDA-LS algorithm is
simulated by computer, and the corresponding simulation
parameters are set according to Table 3. The total number of
iterations is set to 70, that is, α = 70 .
Table 3. Simulation parameter settings.
The total number of iterations α
User number K
Transmitting antenna N
Receiving antenna M
Data stream d
Channel traversal times
Modulation Mode

70
3
4
4
2
100000
QPSK

According to the algorithm summarized in Table 2, the
set β is to optimize the performance of the algorithm.
When β is too small, the gain obtained from equation (13-
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14) (that is, SDA-LS-IA algorithm) is small or even no
gain; when β is too large, due to the iterations number of
equation (11-12) (that is, LS-IA algorithm ) is small, and
the matrices Ui and V i do not converge, resulting in the
signal detected by equation (2) being substantially
mismatched with the actual transmitted signal, that is to
say ,the mean square error (MSE) and the bit error rate
(BER) are large.
So the best β should be obtained by some special means
and should change as the wireless parameters change.
Figures 2 and 3 are obtained with the SNR setting of 30 dB.
Figure 2 shows the simulation results of the bit error rate
(BER) under different β. Figure 3 shows the simulation results
of the mean square error (MSE) at different β. It can be seen
from Figure 2 that the BER reaches the lowest at β = 8; from
Figure 3, it can be concluded that the MSE is also the lowest at
β = 8. Therefore, combining the two graphs shows that the
performance of the algorithm is optimal when β = 8.

seen from of Figure 4 that the simulation curve of the
proposed algorithm is obviously left, that is, the
probability of SDA-LS-IA is larger in the region with
lower variance. Therefore, it can be concluded that SDALS-IA has significantly better MSE probability density
performance than traditional LS-IA in the case where the
precoder initialization matrix is the same.
In addition, analysis of Figure 5 can lead to the
conclusion
that
SDA-LS-IA exhibits
consistent
performance with LS-IA when the number of iterations is
small; with the increasing of the number of iterations,
SDA-LS-IA exhibits better MSE performance than
traditional LS-IA.

Figure 4. Probability density function of MSE.

Figure 2. BER simulation results under different β.

Figure 5. MSE comparison chart of SDA-LA-IA and LS-IA.

Figure 3. MSE simulation results under different β.

In accordance with Table 3, the relevant parameters are
set, and Figure 4 and 5 are obtained through simulation.
The horizontal axis of Figure 4 represents the variance of
the algorithm, and the vertical axis of Figure 4 represents
the probability density function (PDF) of MSE. It can be

Figure 6 depicts the BER curves for the iterative
calculation of traditional LS-IA and SDA-LS-IA under
different SNR conditions. From Figure 6, we can conclude
that SDA-LS-IA can also exhibit the same performance as
traditional LS-IA in areas with low SNR; BER performance
obtained by SDA-LS-IA as SNR increases apparently rising
and gradually becoming stable, the gain of SDA-LS-IA can
reach more than 20 dB by comparison to the traditional LS.
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Figure 6. BER comparison of SDA-LS-IA and LS-IA.

5. Conclusion
Aiming at the shortcomings of traditional LS-IA algorithm
in the transceiver design, this paper proposes a SDA-LS-IA
iterative algorithm based on symbol detection assistance.
From Figure 4, 5, and 6, we can see that as the number of
iterations increases, the performance of both algorithms tends
to be stable. SDA-LS-IA has better BER, MSE and PDF than
LS-IA performance. So, the following conclusions can be
drawn. Since the algorithm based on symbol detection is
introduced on the basis of the traditional algorithm, the
proposed detection algorithm shows better MSE and BER
performance than the traditional algorithm.
Compared with LS-IA, SDA-LS-IA increases the number
of iterations, which improves the performance of IA. In
theory, performance improvement is large and the complexity
is not improved much. Therefore, the proposed algorithm has
research significance. The disadvantage of this paper is that
there is no complexity analysis of the two algorithms.
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